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PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide an update on progress with the District Plan Review.
The current focus of the review is on the preparation of a Draft District Plan for informal
comments. Regular update reports will be provided to the Regulatory Committee on the
District Plan Review to report on key phases. The last update report was provided to the
October 2015 Regulatory Committee (ECM6650806). This report also discusses the
Resource Management Reform Bill and comments to inform a submission on the Bill.
RECOMMENDATION
That, having considered all matters raised in the report, the report be noted.
COMMUNITY BOARD RECOMMENDATIONS
The Kaitake, Inglewood, Clifton and Waitara Community Boards endorsed the officer’s
recommendation.
SIGNIFICANCE AND ENGAGEMENT
This report is provided for information purposes only, and has been assessed as being of
some importance. Informal comments will be sought on a Draft District Plan prior to formal
public notification under the Resource Management Act 1991 in 2017.
DISCUSSION
Overview
The District Plan Review was commenced in May 2014 following the resolution of the
Regulatory Committee. The project is divided into four project phases as follows.
Phase 1: Review preparation (June 2014 to December 2014): Review preparation has been
undertaken, including consideration of monitoring gaps and areas for focus.
Phase 2: Strategic Alignment (June 2014 to July 2015): To ensure a broader context to the
District Plan the New Plymouth District Blueprint and key directions have been developed
and adopted by Council.
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Phase 3: Draft Plan Preparation (August 2015 to August 2016): Draft plan provisions are
being developed for consideration by the community as a draft District Plan. This will allow
for issues to be openly discussed and potentially resolved before the release of the full
Proposed District Plan.
Phase 4: Proposed Plan (mid 2017):
The Proposed District Plan will be publicly notified in accordance with Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA) requirements and will involve submissions, hearings,
decisions and the opportunity for submitters to appeal to the Environment Court.
Phases 1 and 2 are complete. The New Plymouth District Blueprint and key directions have
been adopted by Council as part of the Long Term Plan. Focus is now on the integration of
the Blueprint into Councils policy and planning processes and everyday operations. The
Blueprint provides significant direction for the District Plan Review and has influenced the
key proposals for change identified below.
The focus for the District Plan Review is now on Phase 3: Draft Plan Preparation.
Phase 3: Draft Plan Preparation
A new framework for the new District Plan is being developed in response to user feedback
on the deficiencies of the current District Plan, and to better align the plan with industry best
practise. The new District Plan will enable development to occur while putting the right
controls in place to ensure planned and efficient outcomes.
The current District Plan is effects based and does not direct activities. This has resulted in a
number of ‘out of zone’ activities establishing, reducing the efficient use of land. Examples
of out of zone activities are included in Attachment 1.
The new plan will be clearer on what the key outcomes are that it seeks to achieve providing
a more certain regulatory framework. The objective is to deliver a new district plan that
provides clear regulatory signals for business and industry to provide investment certainty,
while protecting key values that are important to the community.
Areas where change is likely are being further investigated and developed into proposals for
consideration by key stakeholders. The four areas of change as reported in October are
Central City and Key Centres; Residential Growth; Industry and Coastal Management.
Central City and Key Centres
The Central City is a key direction of the Blueprint. There is the opportunity for the District
Plan to direct and better facilitate desired activities (including residential living and
commercial activities) into the central city. Examples of residential living in the central city
and centres are outlined in Attachment 2. Likewise key suburban centres and townships will
benefit from a more deliberate planning framework. The primary outcome is for the central
city and centres to be the primary hub for activities and living.
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Progress highlights:
− Data is being gathered on commercial activities and retail market trends (demand and
supply) to assess the functioning of key centres to assist with determining the appropriate
regulatory response.
− Character assessments will be undertaken for key centres where a more focused planning
response is required. The local centres of (Moturoa, Westown, Fitzroy and Bell Block)
and the townships (Inglewood, Waitara and Oakura) will be assessed to identify areas of
opportunity and constraint. This information will be used to assist with determining
appropriate business and residential zoning provisions around these centres.
− Options for potential zoning outlines and provisions for the central city are being
considered and will be discussed with key stakeholders.
Residential Growth
Providing for a cohesive growth strategy is a key direction of the Blueprint and the District
Plan has a role in ensuring that growth areas are located in appropriate locations with
supporting infrastructure to meet sustainability objectives and to strengthen local
communities. There is significant opportunity to provide for a range of housing choices
around small towns, key centres and settlements.
The Framework for Growth was adopted by the Council in 2008 identifying areas of fringe
urban land for urban expansion. Against the strategic context of the Blueprint these areas are
now being further assessed. The primary outcome for growth is to direct a cohesive growth
strategy that strengthens the city and townships.
Progress highlights:
− Growth areas are being assessed against principles that prioritises growth in areas that
will:


Increase social cohesion;



Improve community health;



Do less environmental harm;



Recognise the relationship of Maori with their ancestral lands and waters;



Support the role of the central city; and



Have manageable infrastructure investment.

− Using the principles above potential areas for residential growth on the southern boundary
of New Plymouth City have been identified and further analysis of suitability for rezoning
is being undertaken.
− Scoping work has been initiated to determine a strategy and timing for zoning of parts of
Smart Road as New Plymouths long term future growth area.
− Following feedback from the Oakura Focus group further work will be undertaken on
appropriate growth zoning requirements for the small towns.
− Work is occurring to determine the need for lifestyle areas and the effectiveness of the
rural subdivision rules.
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Industry
The need to strengthen and manage the rural economy, industry at the port and the airport is a
key direction of the Blueprint. There is a need to ensure there is sufficient employment land
supply for the District and that appropriate land-uses are establishing in industrial areas,
located around existing industry, the Port and the Airport. There is also a need to ensure that
the effects of large scale rural industry are managed and protected from encroaching, noncompatible uses.
Progress highlights
− Draft provisions with activity based triggers and reverse sensitivity controls for large
scale industry are being developed.
− The available supply of land for both heavy and light industry use is being reviewed to
determine supply and demand constraints and opportunities.
Coastal Management
A strategic approach is required to coastal management to ensure activities do not impact the
natural values of the coast and that developments in low lying areas are managed in
accordance with climate variability.
Progress highlights:
− Technical assessment is being undertaken to identify potential low lying areas that require
a more specific regulatory response.
− A review of the existing Coastal Policy Area and important landscape areas is being
undertaken to determine an appropriate regulatory response.
Next Steps
The work programme will progress with a focus the four work areas listed above. Targeted
consultation with iwi representatives as a part of a Nga Kaitiaki forum, as well as business
and community stakeholder groups are informing issues to be considered through the review.
Further options assessment and analysis will be undertaken as part of the review programme.
A Draft District Plan is scheduled for release later in 2016 for wider stakeholder and
community consideration. The draft plan stage will allow for detailed consideration of
proposed changes before being progressed through the statutory process.
A proposed District Plan will be notified in accordance with the RMA later in 2017. The
release of the Proposed District Plan will be publicly notified in accordance with RMA
requirements and will involve submissions, hearings, decisions and the opportunity for the
submitter to appeal to the Environment Court. This is the formal statutory consultation phase,
with an estimate release date of early 2017.
Resource Legislation Amendment Bill
The Bill was introduced into parliament on 26 November 2015. Submissions close 14 March
2016. A number of proposals are included in the Bill as summarised in Attachment 3. The
following key issues and a potential submission response are discussed as follows.
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− The development of ‘template plans’ to drive consistency between plans and therefore a
more simplified and consistent planning framework is proposed. The Bill includes
timeframes on the development and implementation of template plans of up to seven
years following the enactment of the Bill. A consistent framework will be more effective
and efficient in the long term for local communities. However there are concerns about
the timeframes involved and also about the scope of the template plans. It is essential that
there is sufficient flexibility in the Template Plans to enable a local response to planning
issues. Staff are working closely with staff at the Ministry for the Environment to
maximise the opportunity for the framework of the new Plan to be consistent with any
future Template Plan.
− Alternative plan making processes are proposed in the Bill to make plan making more
effective and responsive to key issues. The Streamlined Planning Process would allow
for Councils to request a different plan making process for particular local issues,
removing the need for local process. The Collaborative Planning process encourages
front end engagement to resolve key issues and therefore reducing third party appeal
rights. This process only appears to be advantageous for particular focused issues where
stakeholders are easily identified. Many District Plan issues are wider ranging and for
this reason Collaborative Planning Process may not be as applicable to district plan
reviews. Early engagement with iwi is also proposed in the reforms when developing
plans. Although important the Bill does not deal with the fundamental issue around iwi
capacity to actively engage in resource management.
− Proposals suggest a number of mechanisms to streamline the consent process and make it
more efficient for customers. These include providing for streamlined consenting for
small scale activities, and the potential to wavier small non-compliances with minor
effects. These are likely to result in administrative efficiencies although it is noted that
there are likely to be short term costs when changing systems to respond to the changes.
− Changes are proposed to ensure that councils have sufficient development capacity to
meet long term housing demands. The reform also proposes to reverse the presumption
for subdivision by allowing it to be permitted unless otherwise stated in a district plan.
This ensures that councils are providing adequate supply of urban land for development.
− It is proposed that financial contributions are removed from district plans in their entirety,
leaving Councils to rely on development contributions. The Council currently using both
forms of contributions for different purposes to cover the costs of development. It is
preferable to retain financial contributions to ensure the costs are captured at the time of
development.
These high level points will be provided to local government agencies and professional
institutes and form the basis of a council submission. Some of the proposals in the Bill
impact on the District Plan Review. These can be worked into the review as time progresses
and there will be an opportunity to assess implications again at various stages of. There is
likely to be a ‘pause point’ in late 2016/early 2017 following Bill enactment prior to the
notification of the Proposed District Plan to ensure consistency.
FINANCIAL AND RESOURCING IMPLICATIONS
The District Plan Review will be undertaken within existing budgets.
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IMPLICATIONS ASSESSMENT
This report confirms that the matter concerned has no particular implications and has been
dealt with in accordance with the Local Government Act 2002. Specifically:


Council staff have delegated authority for any decisions made;



Council staff have identified and assessed all reasonably practicable options for
addressing the matter and considered the views and preferences of any interested or
affected persons (including Māori), in proportion to the significance of the matter;



Any decisions made will help meet the current and future needs of communities for
good-quality local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory
functions in a way that is most cost-effective for households and businesses;



Unless stated above, any decisions made can be addressed through current funding
under the Long-Term Plan and Annual Plan;



Any decisions made are consistent with the Council's plans and policies; and



No decisions have been made that would alter significantly the intended level of
service provision for any significant activity undertaken by or on behalf of the
Council, or would transfer the ownership or control of a strategic asset to or from the
Council.

Attachment 1: Out of zone activities - examples
Attachment 2: Residential living in the central city and key centres - examples
Attachment 3: The Second Phase of RMA reform (Ministry for the Environment ‐ November 2015)
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/rma/second‐phase‐resource‐management‐act‐reform
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Attachment 1: Out of zone activities: Examples

Non-residential uses in
areas zoned for residential
use.

Residential
dwellings
establishing on Industrial C
zoned land, on the edge of open
space zoning.
Such development should be
encouraged to locate in our
central area and key centres.
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Childcare centre
establishing in areas
zoned for Industrial
use.

Retail activities establishing
on industrial zoned land – The
Valley.
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Attachment 2: Residential Living in the Central City - Examples

New apartments being
constructed beside the
Central carpark (connecting
from Powderham Street to
Devon Street West)

Precinct apartments Devon
Street West:
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Attachment 3: The Second Phase of RMA reform (Ministry for the Environment November 2015)
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